Amendment No. AM_133_1663

H. B. No. 188
As Introduced

Topic: Expand to all persons with disabilities

__________________________ moved to amend as follows:

In line 3 of the title, delete "blindness" and insert "disability"

In line 11, delete "blind" and insert "disability"; delete "section"

In line 12, delete "3304.28 of the Revised Code" and insert "the "Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990," 42 U.S.C. 12102"

In line 17, delete "is blind" and insert "has a disability"

In line 28, delete "blindness" and insert "disability"

In line 30, delete "blindness-connected" and insert "disability-connected"

In line 34, delete "blind"; after "person" insert "with the disability"

The motion was _________ agreed to.